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This field report was based on two expeditions, one by László Kunkovács in the autumn of 1994 and another by Dávid Somfai Kara, who visited the same area two years later in the summer of 1996. Both of us conducted one month’s fieldwork in Mongolia among the Kazakhs of the Altay Mountains in the so-called Bayanölgiy Region (aimag in Mongolian), where Kazakhs comprise 80 per cent of the population. Kunkovács visited this aimag to take pictures for his photo exhibition on Mongolia and shamanism, while Somfai Kara travelled there to collect folklore and folk songs among the Kazakhs of Mongolia.¹ During our fieldwork both photographer László Kunkovács and myself had the chance to meet one of the most famous shamans (baksï in Kazakh) in the region, Batırkan Abïlkasïmulï (‘son of Abïlkasïm’) of the Kerey tribe (pl. 28 a). Kunkovács not only took pictures, but also recorded a shamanic song sung by Batırkan. As Kunkovács’s photographs and sound recording as well as the data collected by Somfai Kara happily explain and complement each other, it was decided that they should be published together in the present article. Furthermore, ethnomusicologist János Sipos was invited to analyze the song. The reader will find his ethnomusicological notes at the end of this article.

During my field trip in 1996, I had the opportunity to interview Batırkan. Later, this information enabled me to transcribe and translate the text and gain a better understanding of the material produced by Kunkovács, who had himself witnessed Batırkan’s trance and shamanic dance during his trip.

He was a very tall man in his sixties (born in 1933), when I met him in his brother’s yurt (kiyiz üy in Kazakh, meaning ‘felt house’). Inter-

¹ Some of this material was published in 2001. See Somfai Kara 2001: 23–28.
estingly, his brother was a famous ‘falconer,’ (bürkitši in Kazakh), who actually hunted with eagles. I had a long conversation with the baksi, who told me a great deal about his shamanhood. He explained to me how he came to be a shaman and how he acquired his magic axe. This information aided me greatly in understanding some of the expressions mentioned in the shamanic song recorded by Kunkovács. In the interview the baksi said that he was attacked by spirits (jīn) at the age of six or nine. He fell seriously ill at the age of 28. The “madness” drove him up to the mountains. He could not sleep for days and walked barefoot on the ice of a lake, thus giving him strength. Later, he met Kuseyin, a great shaman, who initiated him into the spiritual world by giving him his blessing (bata). Batırkan even mentioned this event in his shamanic song. The old shaman promised him a dombïra, a two-stringed instrument, which could help him to make contact with the spirits, but he died suddenly a few days later. After his death, Batırkan started to see him in dreams, in which the shaman ordered him to find his magic axe, which would aid him in his shamanizing. Batırkan eventually found the axe in spite of the fact that a molda (a Muslim teacher, a literate man) had hidden it. He still remained ill so he went to another shaman, Abilmayïm, who chased away the evil spirits with a piece of cloth (šüperek) placed in boiling water. After that his health improved and he began to shamanize, or, as the Kazakhs say, dem sal- ‘to heal.’

On shamanizing, he said the following. When he does a ritual he calls his helping spirits (jīn šakïrïw), which appear in the shape of a camel, a snake or an eagle. In order to heal a person the shaman must frighten his free soul (ürey). Healing generally involves the use of heated objects, such as a shovel or an axe. This is called ušïktaw. Another method is to blow the evil spirits off the sick person (üškiriw, ürlep dem salïw).

When Kunkovács visited him in 1994, Batırkan conducted a shamanic ritual in order to make a prediction about the relations between the Chinese and the Muslim peoples of Xinjiang (the Uygurs, Kazakhs and Kyrgyz). The prediction was requested by Kazakh relatives from Xinjiang. During his shamanic song (sarïn) Batırkan addressed that question to the spirits, but he did not tell us if he received any answer. The ritual was also intended to save his people from all kinds of misfortunes
(bäleket). He began the ritual by stripping to the waist and tying a wide leather belt tight around his midriff. Then he asked a local Kazakh to kiss his magic axe (balta) before the ritual (pl. 28 b).

This local Kazakh man also tied Batïrkan’s belt so tight (pl. 29) that one would have thought that he could hardly breathe, a fact which apparently assisted him in falling into trance. Then he took his magic axe and heated it up by the fireplace. He grabbed the axe and started to move around the yurt. Only then did he begin to sing his shamanic song, which lasted for about five minutes. During the song he walked around continuously, hitting his breast three times with the hot axe and shouting “hopp” (pl. 30). When he hit himself the third time he truly fell into a trance, which was indicated by the strange sound he uttered (“phuu brrr”). Apparently, this was the moment in which his helping spirits “entered” his body. After that he stopped briefly and then continued his song but was now calmer. At the end, he hit his breast again and the song ended. He put down his axe, sat down and loosened his belt, which had been digging into his flesh throughout the ritual.

In what follows, I will provide the text of the shaman song with a translation.3

Batïrkan baksïning sarïnï

1.
Mang-mang, mang baskan
Tört ayagïn teng baskan
Aldïngg(i) örkešin šang baskan
Artkï örkešin may kïskan
Kerdeng, kerdeng, ker jïlan
Kerdeng demey kel jïlan
Aynalayïn däw perim
Šakïrganda kel (perim)

---

3 The informant was Batïrkan Abïlkasïmulï, born in 1933. The song was recorded by László Kunkovács in September 1994 at the Tolbo Lake summer pasture, in the Bayanölgiy region (Nogoon Nuur county) among the Altay Mountains of Western Mongolia, and it was transcribed and translated by Dávid Somfai Kara.
2.
Altü Atantay Isəmbet
Jaratkan Alla, jär(dem) et
Karatü Kerey Kabanbay
Şawkın suw boyında
Akiłu är kimning taglım
Süyenşi bir Alda, özinge sīyindım
Kudayım järdemkil
Ata-babam ar(wagı)
Hopp

3.
Alda, Kudayım
Merek kör(e) aldı arwagın
Sīyindım bata bergen
Atam Kuseyn arwagina,
Kudayım, Tokak jaldı torı aygır
Togay bir örley şapsangşi oy

4.
Osī düniiyege kelgen bāleket
Alastasın Kudayım
Alla bis(i)milla
Söz söyleymin zaman atam
Kolday kör, ata-baba arwagı
Key pende mal körse sonday pişiśk
Oylasam sonday adam sarga(yad)
Hopp

5.
Allam, jarım, Allam, jar
oýlasam, biler meken
musılmanım, kuday aw
mında togüz düz toksan besinşi jılı
bir nærse bola meken, Kudayım
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6.
akildi osi aytkan narsemi kabill alip
kolday kör
düz jiyirmma tort mung paygambar
otiz uš mung sabaka tort şahar
Phuuuu, brrr, hopp

7.
surasang mening äkem ati Abilkasim
öz atim Batirkan
kelippin Tolba köli, Köktöbe jagasinda
Ablikasim kenże uli bop duniyeye kelippin
Elestedi bu duniyem
Altii jasimpan bastap aw
Kudayim aw kurmeting arkasinda
Kaşip şiktim uš-tört jil boldi
Hopp

Shaman Batirkan’s Song

1.
It stepped with a beat,
It stepped simultaneously with four legs.
Its front hump was covered with sand,
Its rear hump was full of fat.
You are a proud magic snake,
Don’t say proud, just come.
My dear great helping spirit,
When I call you, come (my spirit).

2.
Isambet from the Altii-Atantay clan,
God, Creator, please help us.
Kabanbay from the Karatii Kerey clan,
By the side of a fast river,
Everybody loses his mind.
Allah is our saviour, I pray to you,
My God, please help me,  
The spirit of my ancestors.  
Hopp

3.  
Allah, my God,  
Merek⁴ could see the spirits.  
I pray to him who gave his blessing,  
to the spirit of Kuseyin.  
My God, black stallion with the long mane,  
run through the woods.

4.  
The suffering that comes to this world,  
Let it disappear, my God!  
Allah, Bismillah,⁵  
I speak the words of the past generations.  
Support me, spirit of my ancestors.  
Some people are interested in goods,  
Well, these people suffer much.  
Hopp (He hits his breast with the axe)

5.  
Allah, my saviour, Allah,  
Do they know,  
My Muslim people, oh my God,  
Here in 1995,  
What awaits them, my God?

6.  
Please listen to my wise words,  
Support me,  
124 thousand prophets,  
33 thousand wise men of four cities. (He falls into a trance)

⁴ As Baṭīrkan explained it to me, Merek was the name of a deceased shaman.  
⁵ In the name of Allah (in Arabic).
If you ask me, my father is Abïlkasïm,
My own name is Batïrkan.
I am from Tolbo Lake near Blue Hill,
I was born as Abïlkasïm’s youngest son.
I have had visions,
Since I was six.
By the grace of you, my God
I was freed (by the spirits) 3–4 years ago.
Hopp!

If we examine the text of the shamanic song, we see that in order to achieve shamanic trance, besides Allah, the shaman also invokes several kinds of spirits:

(a) animal-shaped helping spirits (jïn)
(b) the spirit of a shaman (peri)
(c) the spirit of the forefathers (arwak) of his tribe
(d) Islamic saints and prophets (sabaka, paygambar)

It is important to note that while shamans in Central Asia usually call their helping spirits peri (Somfai Kara and Torma 2005: 185), the Kazakhs of the Altay refer to these spirits as jïn, which in Central Asia is usually a term for evil spirits that cause illnesses (Divaev 1899: 307). Batïrkan mentions a peri in the text, but it is the spirit of a deceased shaman, Kuseyin, who was his master. The phenomenon of a deceased shaman's spirit turning into a powerful helping spirit is quite unknown among the Kazakhs of Central Asia, but I found data on this among the Turkic peoples of South Siberia (Tuva čayaan).6

The text itself consists of six parts:

(1) In the first part the baksi calls his helping spirits (jïn), a camel and a magic snake (ker jïlan). These are common spirits, which appear in the shape of animals. In the mythology of the Altay-kizhi we also find data on a magic fish (ker balïk) that carries the World upon its back.

(2) In the second part the shaman turns to the spirits of his ancestors (arwak), who belong to the various clans of the Kerey tribe, e.g. Isambet

---

6 Data from my field trip among the Tuva (Tofa) of Khövsgöl in 1997.
and Kabanbay. He addresses Kuseyin, his master as däw-perim (‘my great spirit’), who gave his blessing (bata bergen) to Batïrkan. During this part the name of God is mentioned several times (Alla, Jaratkan, Kuday).

(3) In the third part another very peculiar mythological expression can be observed. The shaman says that a black stallion (torï aygïr) is running up the hill. This symbolizes the soul of the shaman as it travels on a symbolic mount that carries him to the Upper World. Among Turkic people of Southern Siberia, the shamans (kam in Altay-kizhi) turn to their shamanic drums (tüngïr in Altay-kizhi) as their magic mount.

The shamans (baksi) of the Kazakhs and the Kyrgyz do not use drums. In some regions the drum was replaced by a shamanic musical instrument (kobïz⁷), but it is more common for them to use an ordinary tool that aids them in the trance and can chase away evil spirits (jïn in Kazakh), e.g. a whip (kamšï), stick (asa-tayak), shovel (kürek) or axe (balta).

As far as the heating of the shamanic instrument is concerned, I collected data among the Kazakhs of the Altay region and the Jayïk (Ural) river, according to which the baksi sometimes heated up a shovel⁸ or an axe, licked the hot instrument and blew steam on the ill person (ušïktaw) to chase away the evil spirits (Malov 1918: 12). These things were intended to have a psychological effect on the shaman’s clients, as in the case of Batïrkan, who impressed us with the axe.

(4) In the fourth part Batïrkan asks God and the spirits to chase away the evil (alastaw). The word alas is a magic term used by the Kazakh and Kyrgyz nomads as well as other peoples of the Altay region. The Muslims utter this word during the New Moon Festival of Nawroz (nawrîz in Kazakh) when they purify their houses with the smoke of the sacred juniper tree (arša in Kazakh). While doing this the Kyrgyz say the following: alas, alas, alas ar baleeden kalas ‘Alas, alas, alas, save us from all trouble.’⁹

(5) In the fifth part the actual question of the foretelling ritual is asked of God with the help of the spirits of ancestors.

(6) In the sixth part the shaman invokes certain Muslim saints and prophets who are difficult to identify. This was the point at which

---

⁸ On a field trip in Kazakhstan in 1994, Ötemis Salamat (1937), Orda, West Kazakhstan, told me about a shaman who chased away evil spirits (jîn) with the help of the severed head of a wolf and a hot shovel.
⁹ From data collected on my field trip to Kyrgyzstan in 2001.
the Batırkan reached the pinnacle of his trance and almost lost consciousness.

(7) In the seventh and final part the baksi regained a calmer state of mind and simply introduced himself to the spiritual world. He also mentioned that he began to have contact with the spirits at the age of six, which is quite young for shamanic initiation.

If we compare Batırkan’s shamanic song (sarın) with, for example, the shamanic zikir (invocation) of a baksi named Zamanbek from Sayram (Shymkent) in Southern Kazakhstan from 1994, the difference is quite clear. The influence of Islam is much stronger among the Kazakhs of the Syr-Darya Region, who had direct contact with the Uzbeks, whose sacred pilgrimage places and saints are also always incorporated into the shamanic song of the nomads. While shamanism of Southern Kazakhstan always place the emphasis on proclaiming their faith in Allah and his prophet Muhammad, in Batırkan’s song the significance of the helping spirits (jîn) and the spirits of forefathers (arwak) is much stronger. Another important aspect is that among the Kazakhs of the Altay there are no “white” or “black” shamans (shamans who have contacts with good or evil spirits). Batırkan had contact with all kinds of spirits and the Kazakhs in Ölgii did not consider the helping spirits (jîn) as merely evil ones; all shamans could make contact with them. I suggest that this can be explained by the fact that the syncretic element of their faith is much weaker. (We can observe the same process in the shamanism of the Altay-kizhi and the Telengit.)

In regions where Islam influenced shamanism the syncretic religion is characterized by the formation of “black” and “white” shamans and the separation of their activities, while we cannot find this separation of shamanic activities in regions where traditional shamanism survived, a fact which is also indicated in the terminology of the spirits of the shaman. In the Altay the shaman’s helping spirits are called jîn, which in Southern Kazakhstan is the term for evil spirits related to Satan (saytan), while the term for helping spirit is peri (Basilov 1992: 236) in the South.

---

Ethnomusicological Notes on Batïrkan Shaman’s Song

We have seen a series of melodies described within their cultural context and rounded out with photographic material. What follows is an ethnomusicological transcription and analysis of the melody itself, and a comparison to the musical styles of certain other peoples.

According to the principles of ethnomusicology (Merriam 1964, Nettl 1983), instead of examining only the abstract musical structures we should also explore the social context of the musical performance. However, as the first part of this article has already shed light on the background, these few pages will be devoted to an examination of the music alone.

Though there have been several efforts, the music of a number of Turkic peoples is unfortunately not very well explored. This is also true of the music of the Kazakhs living in Bayanölgiy, but here we can mention at least one useful book: Mongoliya Kazaktarïnïng Khalïk Jïrlarï, which contains numerous transcriptions but no information about the performers or any analysis. It should be noted here that the music of the Kazakh people living in Bayanölgiy county (West Mongolia) has previously been studied and compared to Kazakh folksongs recorded in Mangishlak (West Kazakhstan) (Sipos 2001).

In illiterate societies, perhaps one of the most important and frequent uses of music is to assist in religious rituals. Examples include the music and dance of the Bektashi order, the songs of the Dakota singers and Navajo medicine man and that of Mongolian shamans.12 The musical material of these people is different, but a link usually exists between the songs the shaman sings and other songs of the community of which the shaman is a part.

Even today there are numerous peoples with no system of reading and writing. Their music is referred to as “primitive” though it is often quite complex and developed.13 At first sight, our melodies also appear to be simple. A layman may feel that the singer is repeating the same melody again and again. In reality, however, every rendering is differ-

---

13 For more details, see e.g. Nettl 1972.
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1. \[ \text{Mang - mang, mang bas - kan.} \]

2. \[ \text{Tort a - ya - gın teng bas - kan.} \]

3. \[ \text{Al - din-gı ör - ke - şın şang bas - kan.} \]

4. \[ \text{Artık ör - ke - şın may kıs - kan.} \]

5. \[ \text{Ker - deng, ker - deng ker ji - lan.} \]

6. \[ \text{Ker - deng de - mey kel ji - lan.} \]

7. \[ \text{Ay - na - la - yın daw pe - tim.} \]

8. \[ \text{Sa - kir - ga - da kel phu - un.} \]


11. Ka-ra-tê Ke-rey Ka-ban-bay...

12. Şaw-kin suw bo-yin-ga.


15. Ömînge si-yin-dîn.


17. A-ta-ba-bum ar; hop.
23. To-kak īl-dīr tor' ay-gīr.
24. To-gay bir or-ley šap-sang-šī, oy.
25. O-sī dūn'ye-ge
26. kel-ğen bā-le - ket.
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28.  
Al-la
bî-
ni-
la.

29.  
Söz
soy-
ley-
in
za-
man
a-
at-
am.

30.  
Kol-day
kör,
ata-
ba-
ba
ar-
wa-
ğiči.

31.  
Key
pen-
dec
mal
kör-
se
son-
day
pî-
sîk.

32.  
Oy-la-
sam
son-
day
a-
dam
sar-
gay',
hop.

33.  
Al-
lam,
ja-
tim.
Al-
lam,
jar.

34.  
oy-
la-
sam,
bi-
ker
me-
ken,

35.  
mus-
îl-
ma-
nim,
ku-
day,
aw.

36.  
Mîn-
da
to-
ğîz
dîz
tek-
sam
be-
şim-
şî
ji-
lî.
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37. 

Bir när-se ho-la me-ken, ku-da-yim.

38. 

A-kil-di os' ayi-kan när-sem-di ka-bil a-lip.

39. 

Kol-day kör doz ji-yırma tört ming

40. 

pay-gam-bar o-dz üş ming sa-ba-ka tört Sa-har.

41. 

phau. brr. hop. hop.

42. 

Su-ra-sang me-ning

43. 

a-kem a-lif A-bil-ka-sim.

44. 

öz-ö a-tım Ba-tör-kan.

45. 

Ke-lip-pin Tol-ha kö-li,
46. Kok-tobe jaga-sinda.

47. Abil-kasım, ey, kenjeli.

48. Dünyeye ge ke-lip-pin.

49. Elesedi bu dünyanın.

50. Alifi jasim-nan bas-tap, aw.

51. Kudayım.

52. Aw. Kermeting ar kasinda.

53. Kasip siküm oşt ort jol bodi.
ent. They are not merely simple personal variations; here we can admire the continuous remolding of a basic musical idea. In this respect, the performance is similar to that of the Kazakh *terme* songs, but the act of variation happens on different musical foundations.\(^{14}\)

Before comparing the melodies in question with melodies of other peoples, let us take a closer look at some musical attributes, and then let us examine the series of melodies.

The melody moves on the three tones of the E–D–C trichord, with an intonation of pitches familiar to a Western ear. The three tones are not insufficient: the entire folk music of some peoples is founded on these tones, and they dominate the musical styles of others.

Melodic movement may be ascending, descending or undulating: the melodies in question are undulating with a descending trend. Despite the undulating movement, we have a descending feeling because the first line is dominated by higher tones and ends on E or D, while in the second line the C occurs more often and C is the closing tone. The characteristic movement has a C–D–E–D–C–D–E⋯ character; that is, the melody advances on neighbouring tones between the two edges of the C–E interval. Interval jumps can be seen only at the beginning of lines or between the end of a line and the beginning of the next line.

The shaman sings at a comfortable pitch level with a somewhat pressed timbre. Notes with short durational values are sung in a natural way, but we often hear a quick vibrato on the longer ones. There is another interesting phenomenon: the pitch of the long notes descend slightly. The base sound of the melody thus becomes a whole step higher during the four minutes of the performance. The singer sings the two-line musical units without any break.

There is a special tonal organization in the melody. E has a strained relationship with the C closing tone. We might say that D has the sub-dominant tonic function, E the dominant one and C the tonic one. The total duration of the E, D and C tones are equal. Not counting the continuous descent in pitch, the C tonic does not change during the performance; that is, there is no modulation. The tempo accelerates steadily and moderately from the beginning to the end.

The rhythm patterns are quite varied. This may be the aspect of the performance that is most difficult to grasp and describe. At the beginning and its variants dominate, but here too we are in the first half of the performance. At the beginning of the sections the following patterns are common: \( \text{\#}\text{\#}\text{\#}\text{\#} \text{\#} \text{\#} \text{\#} \text{\#} \text{\#} \text{\#} \). The durational values are also varied. Besides dotted rhythm we see eights, quarters, whole notes and breves, with the whole notes and breves usually found at the end of the lines.

Under the \textit{parlando-rubato}-like performance there pulsates a rhythmic pattern, as is also common among the \textit{parlando-rubato} songs of many peoples. The lengthening of final notes—and thus the last bar of the lines—is also a common phenomenon. Importantly, the duration of the lines is very similar, independent of the number of syllables in each line. It is usually the durational value of the final notes that makes the difference: longer lines end with a whole note or a breve followed by a pause, while shorter ones end with a quarter. Some extended lines also last one and half times longer than the usual duration: lines 30 and 32 (10 syllables), lines 36 (12 syllables) and line 40 (13 syllables).

The skeleton of the two sections of the basic melody is as follows:\textsuperscript{15}

\[\begin{align*}
A &= \text{CDEE/ED E} \\
B &= \text{ECDD/CC C}
\end{align*}\textsuperscript{16}

Shamans and bards are specialists in the community: they are semi-professional musicians. They must possess the gift of singing long series of songs, improvising, and arousing and maintaining the audience’s attention. A drum or other instrument (a lute with two or three strings among Turkic peoples) helps them to fall into trance. In this case we hear solo singing.

The process of the performance has four sections.

(a) Similarly to the great performers, the singer first presents the theme in the most simple 5-syllabic form (lines 1–2), and then follows a 9-syllabic extended variation (lines 3–4). After this for a relatively long

\textsuperscript{15} It has several variants, e.g. CD E / ED E / DCDD / CC C or CE ED / DC E / ECDE / CC C etc.

\textsuperscript{16} The first line typically ends on E, rarely on D, or shows uncertainty between the two notes.
time he varies the most typical 7-sectioned form. The musical form elastically adjusts itself to the lengthening or shortening of the text.

(b) Before the repetition becomes too monotonous, the singer begins to sing longer lines, thus allowing for more extended variations of the basic musical idea and from time to time to tripartite rhythmic forms (e.g. lines 21, 32 and 37).

(c) The most complex form, the climax of the performance, can be found in lines 38–40. Here it is not very easy to recognize the basic melody form. This part ends with a closing cadence (line 41).

(d) The last part is composed of somewhat simple lines, but the musical structures are more complex that those at the beginning of the series of songs. In lines 42–44 we see an AAKB three-line structure, followed by a four-line form (lines 45–48). The series is closed by two short melodies with a *Kudayım!* “My God!” exclamation between them (line 5). After presenting the theme and then varying on different structures, the shaman returns to the basic form at the end.

The scheme of the process of the performance is as follows:

(a) AB / AB / AB / AB / AB / AB / A... AkB / AB / AB /
(b) *Kudayım!* A+ AB + *Kudayım!* AB / A + B / AAK + B + / A + B+ / AAB / A + B + / A + A + B + closing cad.
(c) AAKB / AkAAB /
(d) AB *Kudayım!* AB

Examining the folk songs in Bayanölgiy, we realize that the present zikir series has certain features similar only to the lament of the area. However, the laments in Bayanölgiy use the G’–E–D–C tetraton instead of the E–D–C trichord and their melodic movement is always definitely descending in contrast to the undulating, melodic lines of the shaman’s songs that have a narrower range. Though there are other melodies in Bayanölgiy with undulating movement, they always have a much wider range.

Among Anatolian laments with a small range, we find similar melodies freely performed, but these are also dominated by descending melodic lines. Similarly to the Anatolian lament, the small form of the Hungarian lament usually has a wider range and descending character. We have not met similar melodies in the folk music of the Karachay-Balkar, Tatar, Bashkir, Cheremis, Chuvash, Kazakh or Kyrgyz peoples. Nor, according to an examination of the folk music of certain
American Indian tribes, do the Sioux or Navajo use this musical form. The closest variants of this style may be found among Azeri laments. In conclusion, we may think that this simple musical form is common and can be found in the folk music of various peoples. As a matter of fact, as we have seen, it not so easy to find parallels. True, the laments of many of the world’s peoples are characterized by a relatively simple musical form more or less freely performed, and in some sense we can list here the improvised and elastic performance of the ashik musicians of Asia. However, what makes this melody unique is that the improvisation happens exclusively on the C–D–E trichord with an undulating movement and a descending trend. Despite the small trichord range we see a complex musical world with diversified and genuine musical forms.
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